Toyota Customizing & Development (TCD) presents the GR Supra Performance Line Concept. The aerodynamics package is manufactured from carbon fiber, making it strong, lightweight and visually stunning. A lip spoiler with larger winglets adds breadth to the front bumper. The side skirts provide a lower side profile to the chassis. The door garnishes are not only visually appealing, but also help in smoothing airflow past the door and over the rear quarter panels. Rear spats with large winglets direct air past the bumper, while the hatch spoiler increases downforce at the rear of the car.

TCD designed a set of 19-inch, forged-aluminum wheels for the Performance Line Concept. Featuring a concave, mesh-spoke design, these strong and lightweight wheels resist deflection and reduce un-sprung weight, sharpening the Supra’s handling characteristics. Michelin Pilot Sport 4 S tires provide grip for optimal traction and road holding.